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Story Time

Listening First Jackbox & 4 Tiger Headphones
CN2810K Complete kit $112.95
CN2810 Tiger Headphones – Each $24.95

The headphones and jackbox in this listening post are a favourite for children and teachers alike. The size and weight 
of the headphones are perfect for 3 to 8 year olds and the cute Tiger design helps engage younger learners. Hearing 
safety is ensured with slotted ba�  es that protect against perforation of the internal speakers and each headphone 
has individual volume control. Ambient noise-reducing ear cups also help children remain focused. The jackbox also 
features individual volume control for all 4 users. Perfect for story time and literacy groups in early childhood and 
primary schools. CN2810K includes 4 tiger headphones, one 4-user jackbox and leads to connect the jackbox to the 
audio source. Connect to tablet, smartphone or CD player. Jackbox includes small parts, not suitable for children 
under 3 years of age. Ages 3+ years

Headphones 
designed for 
ages 3 to 8 

years

Complete kit

$11295
SAVE $19.80

Untangled Pro Wireless 
Bluetooth Headphones
LIGKIT1 Pack of 4 $319.95
LIG001 Blue $89.95
LIG002 Pink $89.95
LIG003 Green $89.95
LIG004 Purple $89.95

High quality, wireless bluetooth headphones, sized for children 4+ and compatible with most bluetooth devices, with 
a 9m wireless range. The ear pads and headbands are covered with specially designed Soft Touch breathable mesh 
material for comfort. The Untangled Pro wireless bluetooth headphones have been developed, designed, and tested 
with children of all ages to ensure durability of the fi nal product while maintaining style and comfort. Volume Limited: 
The max volume is 93db. 10 hour battery life with a 180 hour standby. A USB charging cable is included as well as 
a 1.2m, 3.5mm audio cable, so that even if they outlast the battery, they can still listen in the old fashioned way. The 
headphones feature 40mm drivers and a range of 20Hz to 20kHz. Every headphone also comes with a micro-fi bre 
storage bag. Each headphone includes the SharePort feature so multiple users can connect to the same audio device, 
no need for a splitter! The Shareport feature allows one headphone to be connected wirelessly to the audio device and 
others to daisy-chain o�  the fi rst headphone so all listeners are untethered from the device. LIGKIT1 includes 4 sets of 
wireless bluetooth headphones.

9m wireless 
range

Pack of 4

$31995
SAVE $39.85

Bluetooth 
wireless 

headphones 
for children 

aged 4+

Multiple 
users connect 
via Shareport... 
no need for a 

splitter!
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Story Time

Shared Reading 
Favourites Big Book Pack
MTABKIT42    $229.95

A set of 6 popular stories, full of 
rhythm and rhyme, perfect for 
sharing with young children in big 
book format. Contents may vary.

$269.70

$22995
SAVE $39.75

Classic Stories Big Book Pack
MTABKIT43    $189.95

Young children will love sharing the adventures 
of these popular characters with this set of 5 big 
books. Contents may vary.

Big 
Books

8 Big Books with Book Stand
KT05K    $249.95

This kit contains 8 big books and a big 
book stand, perfect for the teacher to share 
with a group of children. The big book 
stand is strong, light and easily handled 
and is made from thick plastic coated wire. 
It measures 74(W) x 95(H)cm high. There is 
a mix of fi ction and non-fi ction titles in this 
kit. Contents may vary.

Big 
Books

$224.75

$18995
SAVE $34.80

$369.50

$24995
SAVE $119.55
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Early Literacy

TouchTronic Letters Set
JNL300  26 letters  $49.95

TouchTronic Letters are a new innovation - the fi rst classroom resource to work on an iPad combining the physical and 
digital worlds of learning. This set includes 26 interactive letters and the two supporting Free Apps: TouchTronic ABCs 
and TouchTronic 3-Letter Words, which are available to download from the iTunes store. The Apps include games for 
teaching letter recognition, letter-sound matching and word building and are designed for children aged 3-7 
years. TouchTronic Letters bring letter-sound matching and word building to life with multi-sensory interaction 
- simply touch the screen with the letters for real time interaction with the App. The letters work on the iPad 2 
and newer versions including iPad mini. Supplied with a storage bag. 

TouchTronic Letters Class Pack
JNL301  Pack of 10  $499.95

The TouchTronic Letters Class Pack 
of 10 contains 10 sets of 26 interactive 
letters. Each set is supplied in a storage 
tray. Trays stack on top of each other 
and are stored in the plastic tub.

Teaches letter recognition, letter sound matching and CVC words

Free App – TouchTronic ABCs Free App – TouchTronic 
3-Letter Words

Contains over 600 words to build. Hear the 
letter sound and the complete word

Simply touch 
the screen with 

the letter to 
hear the letter 

sound

Each pack is 
supplied in a 
storage tub
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Early Literacy

Lowercase Alphabet Dough Stampers
LS532  Set of 26  $89.95

Stamp out perfect letters every time with these 
non-stick lowercase stampers. The 26 stampers 
each have their matching letter printed 
on top so children can easily find 
the stamps they need. The set 
is packed in a zippered 
bag and each stamper 
handle measures 10cm. 
Ages 4+ years

Alphabet Pebbles Lowercase & Uppercase Kit
YD1000K    $139.95

This kit contains one set of Alphabet Pebbles Lowercase and one set of Alphabet Pebbles Uppercase. Children can combine 
the two sets to match upper and lowercase letters and also use for simple letter identification activities. Ages 3+ years

$153.90

$13995
SAVE $13.95

Alphabet Pebbles – Lowercase
YD1000 Set of 26 $76.95

These tactile pebbles appeal to children’s instinct 
to investigate, sort and collect. Cast from a unique 
stone mix and measuring approximately 3.8cm, 
each tactile pebble is engraved and hand painted 
with a lowercase letter. Set includes 26 pebbles. 
Ages 3+ years

Alphabet Pebbles – Uppercase
YD1009 Set of 26 $76.95

This set of tactile alphabet pebbles enables children to explore uppercase 
letters in a hands-on way. Cast from a unique stone and resin mix each 
pebble is engraved and hand painted with an uppercase letter and measures 
between 30 to 45 mm diameter. These durable pebbles are perfect for use in 
an early childhood and school environment. 26 uppercase pebbles supplied 
in a jar. Ages 3+ years

Alpha Pops
LER7345    $28.95

Pop together these frozen treats to match uppercase and lowercase letters. 
Double-sided to include all 26 letters. Self-checking by colour. Also great for 
fine motor skills and imaginative play! Single Alpha Pop measures 3 x 10cm. 
Ages 2+ years

Magnetic Learn the Alphabet Game
GD702    $74.95

A fun interactive alphabet game where children use the magnetic pen to 
drag the letters to the correct position on the board. The board is 37cm 
square and 1.8cm thick. Age 3+ years

37cm
square
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Early Literacy

Magnetic Whiteboards x 24 with Bonus Letter Set
JS2530QT  24 Boards + 288 Letter Set  $159.95

Set includes 24 write and wipe boards (JS2535) and bonus letter set 
– 288 lowercase letters (QT5452). Both items sold individually – see 
Magnetic Letters & Whiteboards. Ages 3+ years

Magnetic Whiteboard & Letters Kit
JS2535LS  24 Boards + 240 Letter Set $199.95

This kit includes one set of 240 lowercase letters in a compartmentalised 
storage box and 24 magnetic write and wipe boards. Both items are available 
to purchase separately – see JS2535 in Whiteboards and LS518 in 
Magnetic Letters. Ages 3+ years

$244.95

$15995
SAVE $85.00

$300.95

$19995
SAVE $101.00

288
letters

24 
boards

240
letters

24 
boards

Magnetic Ridged Lowercase Letters
TEB7001 Pack of 480  $99.95

The lower case letters range from approximately 2.3cm to 4.7cm 
in height and 0.5cm to 3.6cm in width.

Magnetic Ridged Uppercase Letters
TEB7002  Pack of 240  $59.95

These sturdy plastic magnetic letters have a ridge on them to 
allow children to trace their fi nger over the letter shape which 
helps with letter formation as children learn to write.
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Early Literacy

Targeted Phonics: My First Consonants and Vowels
TCM6293 21 books $119.95

Developed to unleash the world of phonics by engaging teachers & students 
with real-world context. A fresh, current approach to teaching phonics that’s 
designed to help students unlock words and build comprehension in a 
developmentally appropriate way. This pack of 21 books includes the following 
titles: My B Words, My C Words, My D Words, My F Words, My G Words, My 
H Words, My J Words, My K Words, My L Words, My M Words, My N Words, 
My P Words, My R Words, My S Words, My T Words, My W Words, My Short A 
Words, My Short E Words, My Short I Words, My Short O Words and My Short 
U Words.

Targeted Phonics: More Consonants, Blends and Digraphs
TCM6545 21 books $119.95

Build your classroom library with this great pack that consists of 21 titles. Titles 
include My Q Words, My V Words, My X Words, My Y Words, My Z Words, My 
BI Words, My Br Words, My Cl Words, My Cr Words, My Fl Words, My Fr Words, 
My Gr Words, My PI Words, My Sl Words, My Sn Words, My Sp Words, My St 
Words, My Ch Words, My Sh Words, My Th Words and My Wh Words.

Developed to 
unleash the world 

of phonics by 
engaging teachers 

and students 
with real-world 

context.

Phonics Threading Beads – CVC Set
ZZ0221  90 beads + 30 cards + 30 strings $84.95

Children will love to form CVC words with this set. The cards are initially 
laid out with the yellow side facing up to show the picture of the CVC word.  
Children pick a card and identify the missing CVC word. They then form the 
word using a string and beads, and lay the word on top of the card. All the 
cards are self-checking with the answers on the reverse of the card. All the 
letters and sounds in this set are from phase 2 and all the beads in this set are 
orange to match the phase 2 colour. Beads measure between 15-26mm wide 
& are all 29mm in height. The beads can be used independently to create 
pseudo words to check phonic recognition. Contains 90 beads, 30 double-
sided cards (12 x 10cm) and 30 x 17cm strings. Ages 4+ years

Phonics Threading Beads – CVCC CCVC Set
ZZ0222  100 beads + 25 cards + 25 strings $84.95

Children will enjoy forming CVCC and CCVC words with this set. The cards are 
initially laid out with the yellow side facing up to show the picture of the CVCC 
or CCVC word. Children pick a card and identify the missing word. Children 
then form the word using a string and beads, and lay the word on top of the 
card. All the words are taken from the suggested words in phase 4 of Letters 
and Sounds. Some of the words on the cards include phase three graphemes. 
All the cards are self-checking with the answers on the reverse of the card. The 
beads are orange and dark purple to match phases 2 and 3. Beads can be used 
independently to create pseudo words to check phonic recognition. Contains 100 
beads, 25 double-sided cards (12 x 10cm) and 25 x 17cm strings. Ages 4+ years
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Writing & Expression

Handwriting Whiteboard
TEB0236K 30 boards + 36 markers $69.95
TEB0236 30 boards $32.95

This dry wipe board helps children practise 
handwriting on 24mm dotted thirds. The board is 
blank on reverse and measures 27.8 x 23cm. This kit 
includes 30 boards and 36 thinline black markers.

Foundation Font Alphabet Whiteboard
TEB0233K 30 boards + 36 markers $69.95
TEB0233 30 boards $32.95

This dry wipe board helps children practise 
forming letters in the correct way with directional, 
numbered arrows. The board is double-sided, 
uppercase on one side and lowercase on the 
other. The letters are in foundation font. Board 
measures 27.8 x 23cm. TEB0233K includes 30 
boards and 36 thinline black markers.

TEB0236K

$6995
SAVE $7.85

TEB0233K

$6995
SAVE $7.85

24mm 
dotted 
thirds

Double 
sided
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Writing & Expression

Super Tempera Primary Paint 
– 2 Litres
FN10-K Set of 6 $76.95

This great kit contains 6 colours of 
2 Litre paint. Includes: blue, brilliant 
red, black, white, 
green and yellow.

$81.00

$7695
SAVE $4.05

Brush Classpack
MD1800 Set of 168 $114.95
•  Includes: Round size: 2 x 24, 4 x 24, 6 x 24, 10 x 12. Flat size: 2 x 24, 4 x 24, 

6 x 24, 12 x 12
• Individual brushes available to top up the brush pack
•  Best selling, economical all-purpose brushes for students and beginner 

painters.
• Can be used for all acrylic, poster paint and general work.

Long Sleeved Aprons
PB0004 3-5 years - Each $9.95
PB0004K 3-5 years - Classpack of 20 $169.95

Made from 100% nylon making it very resistant to water, wear and abrasion. 
Size: 65(L) x 50cm(W).

$199.00

$16995
SAVE $29.05

New softer 
leads

Jumbo Triangular Pencils in 
Wooden Stand
CS0103 Stand of 60 $29.95

These jumbo sized triangular coloured 
pencils are supplied in a beautiful and 
handy wooden stand. 60 pencils in 12 
assorted colours. Size: 17.5(L) x 1cm(W). 
Lead thickness 5mm.

Triangle shape

Thick Washable Markers Classpack
CS0014 Pack of 200 $65.95

Thick washable markers for easy grip. Pointed cone tip for 
di¦ erent thickness drawings. Comes in 8 brilliant colours 
with ventilated caps and anti-push tips, making them more 
durable. Non toxic. Comes in a sturdy cardboard box for easy 
storage. Size: 12cm x 1.4cm. Tip 0.8cm.

HB Jumbo Triangular Pencils
NX3049 Box of 144 $60.95

The HB jumbo triangular handwriting 
pencil encourages the child to use 
the correct writing grip. The specially 
developed triangular shape also has 
slightly rounded edges for use in a 
standard twin hole sharpener. 
Size: 18cm(L) x 0.9cm(W).
Lead thickness 3mm.

Specially 
developed for 
handwriting
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Early Numeracy

Nexus Giant Peg Board
NX7015    $109.95

The Giant Peg Board helps young children learning to write, and also benefi ts 
older writers who struggle with handwriting. Giant Pegs encourage the 
development of the dynamic tripod grasp while gripping the pegs and pushing 
them into the board strengthens the relevant fi nger and hand muscles. Set 
contains: 40cm square peg board, 25cm square dry-wipe template 24 x 25cm, 
work cards, 100 giant pegs and instruction sheets. Ages 3+ years

Chunky 
pegs

Count & Sort Magnetic Gems
GD305    $84.95

This game o¦ ers players a combination of sorting, counting and pre-writing 
activities. Children guide the magnetic pen across the acrylic board to 
magnetise the colourful gems and slot them into the numbered columns. 
Set includes 12 double-sided pattern cards. 

Snap-n-Learn Counting Cows
LER6707    $36.95

Learning early maths skills is a snap with these two-piece farm friends! The 
cows feature a number (1-10) on the front with the corresponding spots on his 
back to teach number identifi cation, counting and numerical order. Cows 
are also colour-coded for colour matching and self-checking. Completed 
cow measures 9.5 (L) x 4.5 (W) x 5 (H) cm. 

Balloons and Rings Game
GD424    $99.95

Kids can stack the rings up onto the posts according to colour sequence. It is 
great for counting activities, colour recognition, matching and sequence. Also 
helps with hand/eye co-ordination. The wooden box measures 45.2 x 26.8 x 
4.5cm high. Colours may vary. Ages 3+ years

2+
yrs

Magnetic Designer Board
LS107K Board & Cards $79.95

It’s a fascinating way to build patterning skills and hand/eye co-ordination. 
Children use a magnetic wand to move colourful metal discs around the board 
and hey presto... they’ve made a design of their own. The set includes a self 
contained designer frame with a clear plastic cover, a permanently 
attached wand and multiple counters. It measures 30.5cm square.

3+
yrs

Flower Counting Frame
DL3372    $89.95

This enjoyable spin and fi nd game is designed to increase number awareness, 
observation skills and social interaction. Contains 10 numbered hexagons 
(10 x 10cm, 0.4cm thick) and 60 matching cards (6 x 6cm, 0.4cm thick), 
depicting animals with di¦ erent quantities and various arrays. Supplied 
in a durable wooden box (24 x 26 x 5cm). The lid is used as a spinner.

3+
yrs
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Early Numeracy

Wooden Sorting Tray
CXS1015 9 sections $12.95

Perfect for sorting and categorising, this wooden tray features 9 sections. 
The tray measures 24(L) x 24(W) x 8(H)cm. Accessories not included.

Flower Sorting Tray
CXS2664    $21.60

A beautiful, wooden tray. The flower tray features 13 sections for sorting and 
categorising, and measures 34(L) x 34(W) x 3(H)cm. Accessories not included.

Natural  
Resources Kit
TH0010K Set of 6 $54.95

Kit includes Bud Cones (TH0010), 
Twig Chips (TH0015), Oval Branch 
Cuts (TH0025), Circle Branch Cuts 
(TH0030), Mini Pine Cones (TH0035) 
and Thick Twigs (TH0045). Items sold 
separately. Contents may vary. Each 
item is supplied in a calico drawstring 
bag. These resources are the by-product 
from the harvesting process. Taken from 
plantation grown timber, these natural 
resources are ethically sourced. Contents 
may vary. To be used with supervision.

$65.70

$5495
SAVE $10.75

Trace & Write Number Stones
YD1032 Set of 10 $79.95

Take a hands-on approach using this set of ten 
tactile number stones (0-9). These attractive stones 
o¦er a tactile and visual way for children to practise 
number formation and build confidence. The stones 
are made from a durable mix and are suitable for use 
indoors and outside. Each stone is engraved 
to provide important sensory feedback and 
measures between 12 and 13.5cm.

36+
mths

Scales – Wooden
ED2185 Each $94.95

An extremely strong set of beech wood scales with plastic pans.  
The scales measure 40 x 15cm and each pan is 17.5cm in diameter.  
Illustrated play food not included.

6+
yrs
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Cognitive & Fine Motor

I Spy Visual Perception Games
UGKIT01 Set of 2  $41.95

The ultimate visual find it game pack where children enjoy trying to spot 
the image among a busy scene. Kit includes I Spy Bingo Game (UG6108) 
and I Spy Eagle Eye Game (UG6120).

$44.95

$4195
SAVE $3.00

UG6108

UG6120

Orchard Toys – Shopping 
List & Lunch Box Game Set
OCKIT06    $49.95

Enhance logical 
thinking and 
improve visual and 
communication skills. 
Kit includes Orchard 
Toys Shopping List Game 
(OC003) and Orchard Toys 
Lunch Box Game (OC020).

$53.25

$4995
SAVE $3.30

Jumbo Stacker Game
GD908    $87.95

Improve children’s concept of sequence, colour recognition, and hand/eye 
co-ordination with this jumbo stacker game. Includes 27 wooden beads in 
assorted shapes and colours, 12 pattern cards, 2 sticks, 2 stands and 1 lace for 
stringing. Ages 3+ years

Lacing Colour Sequence Beads Set 
ZZ0045    $79.95

Ideal for teaching patterns and sequencing skills. Set includes brightly 
coloured set of 96 beads, 12 strings and 18 double-sided work cards. Work 
cards are colour coded in 3 levels of di¬culty. Children add missing bead(s) to 
complete the sequence on the work cards. Beads measure 2.5cm square and 
laces are 30cm long. Ages 3+ years

Patterning skills

OC020

OC003
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Cognitive & Fine Motor

Squeeze and Tweeze Game
CUS0773    $74.95

Children will dish-up dexterity as they sort and count these easy-to-
manipulate, unique game pieces developing such basic skills as colour, shape, 
and number awareness. Made from durable plastic, the largest bowl is 19cm in 
diameter. An activity guide is included. Ages 3+ years

Skwooshi – Single 85g Container
SKW30003 Pack of 12 $74.95

Skwooshi is an incredible mouldable, stretchable dough that never dries out. 
It is mess free, 100% non toxic and wheat and casein free. Children can create 
amazing shapes, characters, construct with it and mix colours. Can be played 
with on any surface, Skwooshi doesn’t stick to or stain any fabrics or carpets. 
Set contains 12 Skwooshi dough (85g) containers with 6 di¦ erent colours – 
Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Purple and Orange. Ages 3+ years 

Classroom Threading Essentials Pack
JYN02K Pack $169.95 

These everyday lacing and threading essentials will suit a wide range of ages. Each lacing activity includes a storage container and 
laces. Kit includes Stackable Lacing Buttons (JYN021), Round Stackable Lacing Buttons 9JYN023), Translucent Jumbo Lacing Beads 
(JYN01C) and Buttons & Bobbins Lacing Set (JYN024). 

Nexus Play Board 
Lacing Pack – Black
NX7006    $69.95

This excellent teaching tool helps students learn:
•  To thread a lace
•  Hand-eye co-ordination pushing the lace into a hole and onto the next to 

create a picture
•  Co-operative play making pictures and designs with other children
•  To copy more complex patterns created by other children or teacher
•  To photo copy and record a design

The 4 play boards can be linked together or used separately time and 
time again. Pack of 4 boards with 20 laces + 4 pens. Each board measures 
23.3(L) x 20(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

Clip ‘N’ Sort
PK21018-2 Set of 2 $42.95

Reinforce hand-eye coordination, fi ne motor skill, concentration and logical 
thinking. Children should be able to train their fi ne motor skill through gripping 
and releasing. With good use of their two fi ngers, encourage the child to 
use the stick to clip the bones into the matching colour bowls. Set 
includes 6 cups (9.7cm), 50 plastic bones in 5 colours, 1 clipping stick 
(24.5cm). Ages 3+ years

Set of 2

$4295
SAVE $4.95

$200.80 

$16995
SAVE $30.85 

95
SAVE $4.95
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Explore & Construct

Translucent Magnetic Polydron
ZZ1010 96 pieces $249.95 60 36 
ZZ1010K  192 pieces  $449.95 120 72

Build 3D constructions in bright colours with these Translucent Magnetic Polydron 
Sets. They feature pieces with hidden magnets in 6 brilliant, translucent colours. 
A perfect addition to the light box table as well as the construction area.

Isosceles Square

192 piece set

$44995
SAVE $49.95

Explore & Discover Light Panel
KD103 A3 $149.95
KD102 A2 $199.95
KD160 60 x 60cm $199.95

These amazing light panels features a bright LED surface. They are excellent for 
encouraging exploratory play. Children can explore line, texture, shape and colour. 
Light panels also provide an excellent surface for sensory play using sand and other 
tactile resources. They also are a great way to encourage play based learning in maths, 
science and literacy. These light panels feature environmentally friendly LED lights 
that last for up to 50,000 hours. They are available in 3 sizes: KD103 measures 47(W) x 
34.5(L)cm and has an illuminated area of 29.5(W) x 42(L)cm, KD102 measures 64(W) x 
47(L)cm and has an illuminated area of 59(W) x 42(L)cm and KD160 measures 60(W) x 
60(L)cm and has an illuminated area of 54.5(W) x 54.5(L)cm. The panels are lightweight 
and durable, excellent for all classroom environments.Supervision required.

New and 
improved light 

panels

Light & Colour Translucent Blocks
LS505 100 pieces $99.95

These colourful and translucent blocks are perfect for the light table. The 100 
blocks include 7 di¦ erent shapes and 6 colours, and are excellent for exploring 
colour and construction. The longest block measures 9(L)cm. Ages 18+ months

Transparent 
Letters and Numbers
LF026K 36 pieces $25.95

A set of colourful, transparent letters and numbers for the light box. Each 
item measures approx. 5(L)cm. Kit includes Transparent Letters (LF026) and 
Transparent Numbers (EC0100). Contents may vary.

Perfect for the 
light box

Lasts up 
to 50,000 

hours

$444.90

$39995
SAVE $44.95
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Explore & Construct

Magnetic Wooden Explore Kit
ZZ3052-K  140 pieces  $399.95

This set includes both the wooden and 
original Magnetic Polydron. Kit includes 
the Magnetic Construction Shape 
Set (ZZ1020) and Magnetic Wooden 
Polydron (ZZ3051). Contents may vary. 

SquareSquare Triangle

164860 16

Isosceles 
Triangle

Combine 
original and 

wooden 
Magnetic 
Polydron

Kid K’NEX Vehicles Set
KN78830  183 pieces  $159.95

This set, with its 183 component pieces, gives children the choice of using 
either the 6 two-sided, full-colour building cards to build their vehicles or 
creating their own designs. Children with varying manipulative skills can use 
the big, soft, chunky pieces to develop vehicles that stay together 
during play and investigation. All pieces are stored in a large storage 
tub with lockable lid.

Tech Machines
LEG5002    $299.95

Transform your children into expert builders! With the Tech Machines set 
in your classroom, you’ll help children develop their fi ne motor and 
problem solving skills while simultaneously unleashing their creativity as 
they construct classic machines. Includes 95 pieces. Ages 3+ years

Animal Bingo
LEG5009    $64.95

Everyone is a winner with Animal Bingo! Children will explore collaborative 
play, follow game rules and take turns as they build the colourful animal 
models depicted on the game cards. They will engage in shape and colour 
recognition, match and count animals, and learn to follow instructions in a fun 
and engaging way. Includes 49 pieces. Ages 2+ years

Excellent for STEM

Junior Engineer Building Set
GG8060  109 pieces  $109.95

This set will help children with shape and colour recognition, hand/eye co-
ordination, symmetry and spatial sense, fi ne motor skills and creativity. Packed 
in a jumbo plastic container with lock and handle. Ages 2+ years 

Junior Engineer Building Set

Texo Wooden Construction Set
GC9502 210 pieces $124.95

This versatile construction set is excellent for di¦ erent 
abilities and age groups. It includes a variety of building 
systems starting from basic shape and colour sorting, 
to stacking and experimenting with the connecting 
shapes. Finally progressing to building advanced 
architectural models such as bridges, houses and 
skyscrapers. Parts include solid wood rods and planks, 
and durable plastic connectors. The largest piece 
measures 25cm long and the cross connector measures 
5.5cm. Includes an Activity Guide.

Animal Bingo

$444.90

$39995
SAVE $44.95
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Early Programming & Coding

Cubetto - The Coding Robot
CUB001  Coding Robot $349.95
CUB001-5 Coding Robots - Set of 5 $1,599.95

The Cubetto Playset makes coding accessible to children in preliterate 
years, introducing core programming concepts like debugging, the queue, 
and recursions, and encouraging computational thinking: the process of 
breaking down tasks into a logical sequence of steps to reach an objective. 
By taking coding away from the screen, and using a hands-on, block-based 
programming language, Cubetto develops these skills and logic in a way 
specifi cally tailored for early learning.

Cubetto is made up of 3 separate elements: a friendly 
wooden robot, a tangible interface board, and a 16 piece 
instructions blocks set that make up a programming language 
you can touch. The playset comes with a charmingly 
illustrated 1x1m world map and story book that make 
every play session with Cubetto a unique and memorable 
adventure. Children use the instruction blocks (forward, 
left, right and function) on the interface board to create a 
sequence. Cubetto and the Interface board communicate 
wirelessly, and Cubetto is powered 
by 6 AA batteries.

Set of 5

$1,59995
SAVE $149.80

Dash Educational Robot
DW001    $274.95

Dash is an explorer who zips 
around the room, getting into 
mischief along the way. Using 
sensors, Dash can detect 
objects in front and behind, 
and hear where you are. This 
robot has quite the personality 
and becomes more capable 
as you program and play.

Dash is an exciting, hands-on learning tools for students from K to Year 
5. Targeted at teaching creative problem solving and computational 
thinking, students learn fundamental processes relevant for 21st century 
skills. Dash has motors, sensors, can make sounds 
and light up, all controlled via apps on your tablet. 
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Early Programming & Coding

Original Bee-Bot
TTSB001 Each $69.95
TTSB001-6 Set of 6 $399.95

Bee-Bot measures 13 x 10 x 7cm. It has a memory 
of up to 40 steps, and moves in 15cm 
increments and with 90 degree turns. 
Requires 3 ‘AA’ batteries (not included). 

Blue-Bot – Bluetooth Floor Robot
TTSB485 Blue-Bot $189.95
TTSB485-4 4 x Blue-Bot $729.95

Blue-Bot is available individually, or in 
larger sets. Blue-Bot comes with a USB 
charging cable.

Blue-Bot – Robot & Docking Station Kit
TTSB485K 6 x robot + docking station $1,079.95
TTSB0358 Docking station only $89.95

This docking station is not only easy to carry around your 
setting but, is an excellent storage device for a class set of 
Bee-Bots. It can also be wall mounted with six Blue-Bots 
or Bee-Bots in situ. You’ll be able to charge your Blue/
Bee-Bot(s) within half a day for approximately four hours of 
normal use. Ages 3+ years

Charge & store up 
to 6 Blue-Bots!

Introduce young students to programming, sequencing, 
problem solving, estimating, de-bugging and more.

Tech Specs:
•  Super durable UV coated polycarbonate shell

•  Bluetooth Smart (100 foot range)

• Goes over 4.5 mph (2m/s)

• Built-in LED glow

•  Inductive charging with over 1 hour of play on 
a full charge

•  App and fi rmware updates that introduce 
new features

• USB Charging

Sphero SPRK+ Edition
MG001  Each  $181.95

The Sphero SPRK+ comes with inductive 
charging base with USB charging cable, 
maze tape, 360 degree protractor, sticker 
sheet and quick start guide. TheSphero 
SPRK Lightning app allows you to 
collaborate with other users aroundthe 
globe to innovate the world of education 
and empower anyone to program.

Set of 6

$39995
SAVE $19.75

Set of 4

$72995
SAVE $29.85
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SAVE 
$7.00

Social & Emotional

Me Mirrors
LER3371 Set of 6 $49.95

These handy, unbreakable mirrors are a fun way to develop awareness of 
expressions and self, as well as speech and language development! One side 
is a regular mirror; the other side is a “fun mirror” that warps refl ections. Set of 
6 non-glass mirrors. Measures 10 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

Explore 
expressions

Moods and Emotions Book Set
LS465B Set of 6 $79.95

Help young children explore di¦ erent emotions and learn how to deal with 
them. Set of 6 engaging paperback books featuring bright images of children 
and clear text. Each book is 24 long and measures 18 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

Yoga Play & Relaxation Kit
ADM016 Each Kit $99.95

A movement and relaxation resource that uses stories, songs and games to 
increase children’s ability to focus and balance while increasing their strength 
and fl exibility. The activities draw upon yoga, creative dance, qigong and tai 
chi. Includes a demonstration DVD, a relaxation CD and a teacher’s book. 
Suitable for children 3-8 years of age.

Yoga Play & Relaxation Kit
Happy Manners Big Book
MJI047 16 pages $49.95

This Big Book teaches children what good manners are and the behaviours 
and expressions associated with this. Children will learn to be polite, what to 
say when they are o¦ ered something, or how to behave while other people 
are talking. They’ll learn how to make amends if they accidentally upset 
a friend and how good manners help make great friends. Written, 
illustrated and printed in Australia. Book Size 42 x 30cm. 16 pages.

Miss & Mr Face Felt Activity Kit
KD1004K Kit $59.95

This kit has been specially designed to help children explore emotions, 
feelings and facial expressions. Miss & Mr Face measures 50 x 70cm and 
can be used as a wall hanging or table top activity and comes with 22 Velcro 
attachable pieces. Children can change the eyes, eyebrows and mouth around 
to make him or her happy, sad, angry or funny. Hair or jewellery can also be 
added to give a new look. Kit includes 1 x Miss Face (KD1004) and 1 x Mr Face 
(KD1100). Ages 3+ years

$65.90

$5995
SAVE $5.95

Emotions Puppets
NS2034 Set of 6 $42.95

This soft plush puppet collection is a great interactive 
tool for the classroom. Each puppet shows 6 emotions 
symbolising joy, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and 
lack of emotion. Each puppet measures 25cm. 
Ages 3+ years
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Social & Emotional

Calming Lap Pad
PK21002 Small - Weight: 1.36kg. Size: 60(L) x 22cm(W) $59.95
PK21003 Large - Weight: 2.27kg. Size: 70(L) x 25cm(W) $71.95

Improve focus and concentration with these calming and comforting lap pads. Some children may be easily distracted 
by the external environment. They fi nd it hard to focus and concentrate during study. Weighted lap pads can improve the 
sensory processing for children. The lap pads are designed for children who have trouble sitting still. Put the weighted 
pads on your child’s thighs. This can enhance his/her proprioception and increase the awareness of the position of his 
body. It can also give your child a sense of security, help him to stay calm and reduce anxiety. Ages 3+ years

PK21003 Small lap 
pad pictured

Calming Shoulder Pad
PK21001 Each $43.95

Improve focus and concentration with this weighted 
shoulder pad. Some children may be easily 
distracted by the external environment. They fi nd 
it hard to focus and concentrate during study. This 
may be because of a sensory processing problem. 
Put the weighted pad on your child’s shoulders. This 
can enhance his/her proprioception and increase 
the awareness of the position of his/her body. It can 
improve sensory processing and concentration. It 
can also give your child a sense of security, help 
him stay calm and reduce anxiety. Weight 0.78kg. 
Size: 26(L) x 42cm(W). Ages 3+ years

Weighted Blanket
TTS2229    $129.95

Deep pressure and sensory 
weighted pillows are comforting 
for children with sensory 
seeking behaviours and helps 
children to focus and participate. 

Red on 
reverse side

Image Captor
CUS9993 Set of 3 $109.95

Make an impression by pushing against the metal pins for 3D art sculptures or 
interesting cause and e¦ ect relationships. Adult supervision is recommended. 
Age 4+ years

Fidget Toy Resource Pack
TTS514K Pack of 30 $169.95

Children with sensory seeking behaviours will fi nd 
that these fi dget resources help to calm the senses 
and redirect attention to the task at hand. A hands-on 
classroom pack of fi dget balls and toys to assist with 
concentration and attention. Kit includes Squeezers 
Set of 12, Pu¦ er Balls Set of 12 and Giant Squidgy 
Sparkle Circles Set of 6.

$206.70

$16995
SAVE $36.75

PK21002
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Health & Wellbeing

Orchard Toys – Food Educational Games
OCKIT5 Set of 4 $99.95

A classroom pack of 4 educational games that explore food shopping, lunch boxes, cooking and eating. Set includes 
Shopping List Game (OC003), Lunch Box Game (OC020), Crazy Chefs (OC17) and Tummy Ache Game (OC033). 
Orchard Toys games are made from thick cardboard and include educational guides in each game. Ages 3+ years

Set of 4

$9995
SAVE $18.20

Sometimes Foods
MJI300 Game  $79.90

A hands-on nutrition game that involves matching pairs of food. Players can 
discuss then decide whether to place them in the ‘healthy food’ box or 
the ‘sometimes food’ box. Game includes 24 matching wooden cards 
and 1 sorting box measuring 20(L) x 10(W) x 10cm(H). Ages 3+ years

Healthy Foods Memory Pairs
FR994  Set of 56  $28.95

A game of recognition and memory for children to enjoy simple matching and 
recollection matching games. Cylinder includes 56 generously sized circular 
cards (8cm diameter). Ages 3+ years

Great for cognitive 
development

Healthy Eating Posting Game
ZZ0079 Game pack $89.95

Learn all about healthy eating, food and nutrition with this fun posting game. 
The front of each card has a real life photo of a piece of food and the reverse 
side is coloured to match the post box with the correct food group. The cards 
are laid image side up and children have to identify the image, select the 
correct food group and turn over the card to see the answer. They then post 
it into the correct post box. Contents include 46 double-sided cards, 5 post 
boxes, teacher guide and healthy eating guide. Post Box measures 14 x 6 x 
6cm. Ages 5+ years
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Health & Wellbeing

Giant Dental Care & Toothbrush Set
FDTH01  Set $49.95

With these jumbo-sized teeth and toothbrush, it’s easy to demonstrate good 
oral hygiene to students! The teeth are connected to a large fl exible wire 
allowing the giant toothbrush to access those hard-to-reach areas. From 
molar-to-molar, teeth measure 16cm across and the toothbrush is 36cm long. 
Ages 4+ years

The Teeth Big Book
MJI035  16 pages $49.95

It feels great to have lovely, healthy teeth. In this big book, you will learn how 
to look after your teeth, what foods are good or bad for them, what happens 
when your baby teeth fall out and that visiting the dentist isn’t all that 
scary. Written, illustrated and printed in Australia. Size: 42(L) x 30(W)cm.

This Is My Healthy Body 
Book and Poster
MJI028 16 pages & poster $49.95

Children will learn about di¦ erent parts of the human body and how to look 
after themselves. They will have a head-start in growing happy and healthy 
bodies with this book. Comes with a large anatomy poster. Written, illustrated 
and printed in Australia. Book and poster size both 42 x 30cm. 16 pages.

Healthy Habits 
Handwashing Mirror
LS263  Each $79.95

Encourage healthy handwashing 
habits step-by-step! The shatterproof 
mirror teaches children the 5 steps of 
healthy handwashing. Easy to follow 
illustrated instructions are printed 
right on the mirror that model the 
entire process. Just hang the mirror 
over any sink that children use, then 
let them follow along on their own, 
building self-help skills as they 
practise good hygiene! The 
mirror measures 33 x 47cm.

Healthy Living Learning Charts
T38980  Set of 5  $39.95

Capture children’s interest with these eye-catching charts that present 
learning in a big and colourful way. Pack of 5 includes charts aimed at 
modelling concepts for healthy living: Five Senses, Fruits, Parts of the Body, 
Vegetables, and Washing Your Hands. 43 x 56cm each, with activities and 
reproducibles on each chart back. 

MagnaFUN Supermarket 
with Resource Book
FR617 Set $119.95

MagnaFUN Supermarket has 
educational play value in multiple 
areas of learning. From creative, 
imaginative play, simple to more 
complex maths and literacy activities 
as well as learning about healthy 
foods, there are over 15 class plan 
suggestions linked to the current 
curriculum detailed in the Teacher 
Resource Book. Comprises 62 
magnetic photos of healthy foods 
from all food groups, 15 white 
magnetic write-on strips for adding 
prices or the name of food as two 
examples, and a magnetic mat 
measuring 81(L) x 54.5(W)cm. Simply 
put the magnetic mat onto a 
magnetic board and let the fun 
begin! Ages 3+ years
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Pretend & Play

2+
yrs

The Happy Architect Town with Multicultural People Kit
FR407K 64 pieces $199.95

Set includes The Happy Architect Town (FR407) and the Wooden Multicultural People (FR422). Contents may vary. Ages 2+ years

The Happy Architect Town with Multicultural People Kit

$235.85

$19995
SAVE $35.90

Sockettes Glove Puppets
TPC7001K    Set of 5 puppets    $159.95

Each colourful sockette glove puppet measures 
40cm. May be purchased separately or as a set 
of 5. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years

Baby Dolls with 
Professional Clothes – 40cm
CM430K Set of 6 Dolls + Professional Clothes $299.95

Kit includes the set of 6 Multicultural Baby Dolls with Hair - 40cm (MN059) and the Professions Doll Clothes (CM430). Dolls clothes feature 
a set of assorted careers clothes specially designed for the 40cm dolls. Features clothing for 6 dolls. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years

40cm
dolls

$441.65

$29995
SAVE $141.70

Big Jigs 
– Freight Train Set
BJT2017 130 pieces  $269.95

Everything from tunnels, bridges, fi gures, houses and trains is 
included in this large 130-piece train set. Kids can make 
a thriving rail-city with all the di¦ erent components. The 
layout size is 110(W) x 74(D)cm. Ages 3+ years

Can be used as persona dolls
$184.75

$15995
SAVE $24.80
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Pretend & Play

Features soft 
close doors

Harmony – Pretend Play 
Kitchen
HMY1022K Set of 5 $1,299.95

This high quality kitchen set is made 
from solid birch. Each piece features 
soft close doors, turning knobs 
and beautiful detailing. Kit includes 
Refrigerator (HMY10223), Oven and 
Stove (HMY10224), Washing Machine 
(HMY10225), Sink (HMY10226) and 
Microwave (HMY10231). Assembly 
required. Ages 3+ years

$1,589.75

$1,29995
SAVE $289.80

Big Box of Wooden Food
EZ28025 43 pieces  $149.95

A wonderful box of wooden food for 
role play. Made in Germany, this food 
set includes a variety of vegetables, 
fruits, dairy, meats, breads and 
condiments. Also includes 2 wooden 
crates. All food packaging is 
in German. Ages 3+ years

Calculator Cash Register
LER2629-KC    $86.95

This award winning cash register is a working solar-powered calculator 
and holds life-sized money. Children love learning basic calculator 
skills with oversized buttons and a large number display. Includes a 
pretend credit card and suggested activities. The approximate size is 
26.5(W) x 24(D) x 14(H)cm. Illustrated play money and food items not 
included. Play money is sold separately. Ages 5+ years

$101.70

$7995
SAVE $21.75

Vest Dress Up Kit
TOP2684K Set of 6 $79.95

This set of 6 dress up vests are excellent for role play. Set includes Construction 
Worker Vest (TOP26849), Explorer Vest (TOP26847), Fire Fighter Vest (TOP26845), 
Postman Vest (TOP26848), Doctor Vest (TOP26846) and  Police Vest (TOP26844). 
The vests measure approx. 38(W) x 45(H)cm. Hand wash only. Suitable for children 3-6 
years. Contents may vary.
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Music & Movement

Boomwhackers Kit
CUS1008K Kit of 3 $144.95

Kit includes Boomwhackers Tubes (CUS1008), Games CD (CUS0200) and 
Wooden Stand (CUS0108). Contents may vary.

Boomwhackers Tubes
CUS1008  Set of 8  $86.95

With these 8 polyethylene percussion tubes 
perfectly tuned to the C Major scale, musical fun can 
begin by simply whacking each on your thigh, hand, 
table, chair, etc. The 8 di¦ erently coloured tubes 
are labelled with their specifi c note and measure 
between 30.5 - 63cm(L) x 1.25cm(D). Set of 8 
Boomwhackers® Tubes only. Ages 3+ years.

$161.85

$14495
SAVE $16.90

Percussion Instrument Set 
& 3 Bonus CDs
QM912K  21 Instruments $329.95

Kit includes Percussion Instrument Set 
(QM912), World Playground CD (PUT154), 
Latin Playground CD (PUT201) and 
African Playground CD (PUT207). Items 
sold separately, see website or index for 
more information. Contents may vary.

Includes 
Three 

Putumayo 
CDs
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Music & Movement

Set of 20 Yoga Mats with  
Yoga CD & Teacher’s Guide 
UB0051YK  Set  $299.00
UB0051Y Yoga Mat - Each - 173 x 61cm $12.95

This kit includes 20 yoga mats and a yoga play and 
relaxation kit, includes a demonstration DVD, a 
relaxation CD and a Teacher’s guide to help teachers 
create their own fun based yoga experiences for 
young children. This kit is a movement and relaxation 
resource that uses stories, songs and games to increase 
children’s ability to focus and balance while increasing 
their strength and flexibility. Poses, sequences and 
relaxation activities are introduced in developmentally 
appropriate and fun ways. Suitable for children 3-8 
years of age. The yoga mat is made of soft, shock 
absorbent foam, 3mm in thickness. The mat is supplied 
in random colours and measures 173 x 61cm. 

$349.95

$29900
SAVE $50.95

Fancy Fun Tutus
CUS9004   Set of 4  $89.95

Swirl through magical, make-
believe play with these 4 flu¦y 
3-layered, tulle tutus. With 
easy-on, elastic waistbands, 
they’ll fit most children from 3 
to 6 years of age. Length from 
waist to hem is 32cm. Hand 
wash only. Ages 3+ years

Magic Scarves
GJ2306  Set of 12  $59.95

Light nylon scarves in yellow, red, 
blue and green are wonderful for 
play.  They can be used individually 
or in group play. Each measures 
68cm square. Ages 3+ years.

Wrist Ribbons
LS127WR  Set of 12  $99.95

These stretchy satin ribbons slide right onto 
children’s wrists, keeping their hands free to dance, 
wave, clap and more. Includes 12 ribbons, 2 each 
of 6 bright colours. The machine-washable ribbons 
are approximately 39cm(L). Ages 3+ years.
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Movement Games

Motor Skills Basic Set
WY1100 34 pieces $379.95

The group of components can be used 
separately or in combination to provide 
a platform for children to improve 
their physical skills. The set includes: 
half brick (8 pieces), brick (8 pieces), 
balance beam (4 pieces), 60cm hoop 
(2 pieces), 70cm pole (2 pieces), 35cm 
pole (2 pieces), Clip A (4 pieces), Clip 
B (4 pieces) and one guide book. All 
is supplied in a storage bag, which 
measures 81(L) x 60(W) x 13(H)cm. 
Ages 3+ years

Classroom set

Honey Hills Discovery Set
WY0013 Set of 6 $299.95

This nature-inspired sensory-motor 
set stems from the natural shape of 
honeycomb. Honey hills combines tactile 
play with a challenging pathway and various 
heights and directions. Set includes 6 
double steps (3 yellow and 3 orange) and 3 
hexagonal tactile bags (red, blue and green) 
that sit inside the steps for added sensory 
play. Tactile items inside bags not included. 
Each piece measures 48(L) x 26(W) x 11(H)
cm, 5.5cm depth of concave. Ages 2+ years

Build N’ Balance® Platform Kit
GJ222K  14 pieces $650.00

A great kit with many facets of play value in relation to sense of balance. 
Kit consists of 5 Top24 (GJ2227), 1 Top10 (GJ2226), 1 Platform (GJ2223), 2 
Planks Set of 3 (GJ2222) and 1 Rocking Plank (GJ2225). All components are 
available individually. Ages 3+ years

$785.95

$65000
SAVE $135.96

Tactile Discs
GJ2116 Set of 20 $259.95

Set includes 10 large and 10 small 
discs, a blindfold and a large cloth 
bag. Large circle is 27cm in diameter, 
small circle measures 11cm in 
diameter. Ages 3+ years

River Stones
GJ2120-2  Set of 12  $209.95

A great activity for indoors or outdoors to teach children co-ordination, how to 
estimate distances and conquer their fear of jumping on or o¦  ‘high’ objects. 
The ‘stone’ has three sides each with a di¦ erent angle and has 6 rubber 
buttons underneath, which guarantees non-slip stability. Set of 12 stones 
consisting of 6 large (36 x 8.5cm high) and 6 small (25 x 4.5cm high) stones in 
6 bright colours. Maximum weight capacity for each is 50kg. Ages 3+ years

$225.90

$20995
SAVE $15.95

2+
yrs
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Movement Games

$264.00

$19995
SAVE $64.05

Parachute Playtime Kit
KS182K $199.95

Kit includes: large 700cm parachute, time for parachute fun book, ultrasoft 
volleyball and 3 x 22.5cm PVC balls.

Happy and Healthy Kit
LTK003K $189.95

Kit includes: 6 adjustable length skipping ropes, 1 skipping rope 
wall storage rack, 6 toss and catch games, 1 x 5m agility ladder and 
2 pairs of rainbow wands.

Throw Ball Co-operative Sports Game
LTK032  Set of 6 $99.95

A great way to get multiple students involved and emphasises the value of 
teamwork and communication. The set includes 6 catch pads with two pairs of 
handles, and six balls. Each of the pads and balls are in di� erent colours.

$222.70

$18995
SAVE $32.75
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Listening First Jackbox & 4 Tiger Headphones
CN2810K    $112.95

Kit includes 4 tiger headphones, one 4-user jackbox and leads to connect the 
jackbox to the audio source. Connect to tablet, smartphone or CD player. Jackbox 
includes small parts, not suitable for children under 3 years of age. Ages 3+ years

Natural Resources Sorting Kit
CXS2664K    $79.95

Includes TH0010K Natural Resources, 1 x CSX1015 Wooden 
Sorting Tray and 1 x CXS2664 Flower Sorting Tray.

Headphones 
designed for 
ages 3 to 8 

years

$132.75

$11295
SAVE $19.80

$100.25

$7995
SAVE $20.30

Emotions Puppets
NS2034 Set of 6 $42.95

This soft plush puppet collection is a great interactive 
tool for the classroom. Each puppet shows 6 emotions 
symbolising joy, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and lack of 
emotion. Each puppet measures 25cm. Ages 3+ years

$49.95

$4295
SAVE $7.00
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